Checking Out Library Materials Is A Piece of Cake!





Remove the card and print your first and last name
Stamp the return date on the card and place it in the card caddy on the
desk
Stamp the return date on the card pocket or the date return card in the
movies so that you know when to return your items
ENJOY!

If it’s your first time checking out, not a problem! Just fill out an information
slip (found in the desk caddy) and paperclip it to your book card.

The Shack movie is based on the book of the same
name written by William P Young. It is a story of the
American Girl chapter books and movies are a popular item to check out in the transformative spiritual journey of a father (Mack) who
Gloria Dei Library. The goal of American Girl is to help the girls find their inner experiences a crisis of faith after a family tragedy. He
star, to show girls how to dream big and strive for their goals. New in January for questions God’s existence and what the purpose of life
the older girls ages 8+ are the Lea Series books 1-3 and Designs by Isabelle.
really is. He receives a mysterious invitation to visit an
abandoned shack where God reveals Himself in the forms
of three strangers.

One of American Girl’s latest ventures (June 2016) is the Wellie Wishers line
geared toward the younger girls. The line is named after wellies, a term for
Wellington boots/rubber rain boots that was popularized in the United Kingdom.
The books are early chapter books for girls ages 5+. The focus of these books is
to show girls how to be a good friend. You will find 6 new books will be showing
up in the library later in January.

All three of these books have received 5-star reviews
and are worth checking out!
Here is a review written about Giddy Up Eunice: it “is
an awesome read about women mentoring women. Sophie
Hudson is one of my favorite authors .She has a unique gift
that allows her to make you laugh and cry in the same
sentence!”
Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus, written by Nabeel
Qureshi, is powerful story of his journey from faith in Allah
to faith in Jesus Christ. Along the way, he gives valuable
insight into Islam, sharing cultural, intellectual and
theological barriers that often stand in the way of Muslims
accepting Jesus.
Shaken, the latest book by NFL player Tim Tebow, is an
inspiring memoir He has had great successes and
experienced major failures. He reveals the vulnerable
moments of his career that shook him to his core and
shares the biblical principles that have grounded his
identity in Jesus through it all.

